
The Best
Rental Trucks
In Dubai

https://rentaltrucksdubai.com

We strongly believe
in providing perfect
service to our
customers.

Contact

+971525780015

www.rentaltrucksdubai.com

info@rentaltrucksdubai.com

www.rentaltrucksdubai.com

Our services provide rental vehicles with the
option of a driver or without, as well as a
selection of refrigerated and cooled
vehicles, all available at reasonable prices
with straightforward terms. You can rent on
a daily, monthly, yearly, or occasional basis.



Affordable Trucks
for Rent in Dubai
Rental Trucks Dubai is a renowned truck
and van rental company in Dubai and
across the UAE. We have built a
reputation over the 21+ years as a
dependable choice for clients seeking to
move their homes, offices, or other
goods. Our temperature-controlled
trucks and vans enable us to transport
your perishable items such as meat,
vegetables, fruits, poultry, and dairy
products safely to their destination. 

Our Vision &
Mission
To be a leading provider of reliable and
innovative transportation solutions,
exceeding customer expectations while
promoting sustainability and social
responsibility.

Our mission is to provide safe, efficient,
and cost-effective transportation
services that meet the evolving needs of
our customers. 

Contact Us

Are you looking for a reliable
provider for  rental trucks in
Dubai, United Arab Emirates?

+971525780015

info@rentaltrucksdubai.com

rentaltrucksdubai.com

Our Services

Chiller Trucks

Freezer Trucks

Refrigerator Trucks

Transporting fish, chicken, beef, fruits,
vegetables, and dairy products demands a
specialized approach. We understand this and
offer a range of chiller trucks for rent in Dubai,
capable of carrying loads from 1 to 5 tons.

We provide a range of freezer trucks for rent
in Dubai, with capacities ranging from 1 ton to
5 tons, to meet your specific transportation
needs.

Our fleet of refrigerated trucks is available for
one-time trips, daily, weekly, monthly, yearly,
and seasonal rentals. We operate throughout
the entire United Arab Emirates.

Our business offers a comprehensive cold
chain logistics solution tailored to meet your
needs. Our top priority is ensuring that your
products remain fresh and secure throughout
the delivery process, while also ensuring
timely delivery.
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